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Abstract 

With the advancement of technology in biomedicine and computing, these departments 

are merging to provide better and simpler medical and healthcare applications in various 

fields to better serve doctors and patients. There are technologies in computer science 

that allow you to create 3D images so that users can interact with the objects and better 

teach human anatomy such as virtual and augmented reality. In addition, these two 

technologies will merge in xR, where it doesn't matter very much whether it is see-

through or completely virtual for better experiences. 

The objective of this thesis is to look at the interaction representations for three virtual 

technology platforms: HP Reverb, HoloLens2, and an AR-enabled Smartphone, which 

have various ways of interacting with virtual objects. The aim is to operate and test these 

three platforms in the same virtual environment, as well as to see if other platform users 

can understand each other when interacting with the 3D objects in a virtual multi-user 

environment, and this multi-user environment was developed prior to this project at 

Anhalt University of Applied Sciences. For each of the 3 platforms, suitable and usable 

interaction representatives have been selected, that can be useful in the field of medical 

applications. 3 experiments were performed with 20 students and these were HP Reverb 

- Hololens2, Hololens2 - Smartphone and HP Reverb - Smartphone. Students interacted 

with the 3D virtual hand on each platform as an interactor and observer and completed 

the User Experience Questionnaire and The Technology Acceptance Model. The results 

showed that Hololens2 visualization representative has better adoption and usability, HP 

Reverb and Hololens 2 have the best usability among other 2-platform multiuser 

applications. 

Multiuser virtual reality applications, which can be used on a large number of platforms, 

can be advantageous for the training of medical students or practices in hospitals, since 

it can provide support with a 3D representation of the anatomy of human body 

components. 
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1.  Motivation 

 

Training medical students with Augmented and Virtual reality, particularly when 

interactive, is suggested to be an effective adjunct for teaching gross anatomy [1][2]. 

Traditionally, surgical training has consisted of the trainee seeing a senior surgeon and 

then doing the procedure under supervision of the senior surgeon. This kind of 

monitoring and teaching during surgery is an age-old tradition that may be improved 

upon, especially with new procedures like laparoscopic and robotic-assisted surgery [3]. 

 

Several scientific publications (Bombari et al. 2015, Gillies / Pan 2018, Schmidt Mast et 

al. 2018) examine the use of VR for improving social skills through prototype trials. A 

combination of interpersonal and fictional empathy is thought to be beneficial. According 

to empirical studies, users naturally attribute emotional qualities to computer-generated 

entities in virtual environment. It is sufficient for these figures to perform schematic 

movements, make eye contact with users, or represent purportedly particular emotions 

through facial expressions and gestures. This method may be used to rehearse a 

presentation at a meeting or in front of a larger audience, with the objective of reducing 

the anxiety associated with lecturing. The numbers in the virtual lecture room reflect a 

wide spectrum of attention, from attentive listening to boredom, apathy, and disdain. The 

objective of such an activity is to cope with one's own projections, that is, to mask feelings 

that the participants may find unpleasant or uncomfortable [4]. Additionally, as more 

human activities shift from the physical to the digital world, Human-Computer Interaction 

(HCI) is growing scientific and industrial importance, as well as having a bigger impact 

on people's daily lives. This process, which has been underway for some time, has been 

substantially accelerated by the COVID-19 outbreak [5].  

 

On the other hand, it is common knowledge that health-care systems in every country 

face various problems as a consequence of a variety of variables, including socio-

cultural, economic, political, and inadequate planning and/or implementation of health 

policies and programs. These problems emerge from a variety of areas, but they are 

especially noticeable on the ground level, where demand appears to be constantly 

outstripping supply. Moreover, many local institutions have a persistent problem with a 

shortage of available people. The fact is that many local hospitals are frequently unable 

to cope with high workloads, much alone emergencies [6]. 
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All of these issues can be alleviated with the use of virtual reality and augmented reality. 

Virtual reality and augmented reality can make things easier to do. Following that, in the 

future with the advancement of the virtual and augmented reality in the area of interaction 

and visualization representations it can be beneficial for the enhanced service 

accessibility, and lastly, AR and VR in medicine can have a significant impact on the 

effectiveness of medical services and dramatically improve their overall efficiency [7]. 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate interaction representation metaphors such as 

virtual hand representation, hover, pick or menu interaction application, and moving a 

virtual object from one location to another using Augmented and Virtual reality 

technologies on a variety of platforms including PC-based Virtual, AR headsets, and 

Smartphone AR. These interactions representations have to be adjusted to bring the 

different device classes into a multi-user AR and VR scenario. The aim is to adapt these 

interaction representations to a common concept. 

 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: section 2 gives an overview of virtual 

technologies from a medical standpoint. Section 3 consists of a literature review and 

case studies to better comprehend interaction visualization representations based on 

virtual technologies in medical and other applications, as well as a taxonomy of 

interaction representation metaphors. The studies and experiments that I did, as well as 

the outcomes of those experiments, are covered in section 8 of the thesis. The user study 

test and the topic survey are discussed in section 9. Finally, section 10 contains the 

thesis work's conclusion.  
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2.  Introduction 

 

This section provides an overview of each virtual technology and is broken down into 

definitions of AR, VR, MR, and xR. The possibilities for visualization representation 

examples are also discussed in this chapter. 

 

Virtual and augmented reality medical applications have been widely developed during 

the previous years in many ways. Virtual technologies, especially those linked to 

medicine, provide an appropriate method for instructional reasons, training purposes, 

and intra-operative assistance in the present era of data fusion, as it assists surgeons in 

dealing with patients. Virtual technologies may be used to reduce surgical procedure 

learning curves and improve overall educational efficiency, resulting in improved patient 

safety [12]. 

 

2.1.  Definition of Virtual, Augmented, Mixed and Extended Reality 

 

Virtual, augmented, and mixed environments that incorporate virtual items positioned in 

three-dimensional space are referred to as 3D environments. A virtual environment is a 

fully computer-generated three-dimensional environment. Augmented Reality allows 

virtual environments to be superimposed on the real world. In, Milgram as shown in 

Figure 1, defines Mixed Reality as the continuum between reality and virtuality. Any 

environment including real elements and virtual elements can therefore be considered 

as a mixed environment [32]. 

 

                 

                               Figure 1: Milgram and Kishino's the Reality-Virtuality Continuum 

                                                                    [82] 
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2.1.1.  Virtual Reality 

 

VR offers a viewer-centered, immersive, and interactive experience that incorporates 

numerous sensory inputs [13]. The observer experiences a three dimensional (3D) 

image, coupled with head positioning which gives a sense of interactive motion [14]. 

Users may move about, manipulate items, and use other imagined elements present in 

the constructed artificial world while they are within the immersive experience [16]. 

 

Headgears in VR places a screen in front of the user's eyes, preventing them from 

interacting with the outside world. Between the screen and the eyes are usually two 

lenses that adapt based on individual eye movement and placement. The graphics on 

the screen are produced using a mobile phone, an HDMI connection linked to a PC, a 

CAVE, or a Powerwall, for an example [17]. 

 

A frame rate of at least 60 frames per second, an equally competent refresh rate, and a 

minimum 100-degree field of vision are all required to achieve completely realistic virtual 

reality. The frame rate refers to how quickly the GPU can process pictures per second, 

while the screen refresh rate refers to how quickly the display can produce images, and 

the field of vision refers to how much eye and head movement the display can handle 

[15]. 

 

Aside from the visual, there are a few other factors that go into producing an immersive 

VR experience that immerses viewers entirely in the virtual world. For example, the 

tracking devices are the essential components of VR systems, which allow a user to 

move around in a real area and there are also other tracking systems such as tracking 

users eyes and hands. Trackers can identify the person's location, as well as his direction 

and speed a tracking system usually consists of a gadget that can generate a signal and 

a sensor that can read it. Optical, electromagnetic, and acoustic signals, as well as 

mechanical systems, are examples of these [18].  
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2.1.2.  Augmented Reality 

 

AR with HMDs adds digital information to the user’s perception of the world, whereas VR 

entirely in a digital reality, indicating a truly immersive experience that completely shuts 

out the physical world. Artificial information is merged into the real environment as 

experienced by one or more senses when AR is used. Video or computer-generated 

pictures are overlaid upon the actual environment in this way [15]. 

 

An AR system, according to Azuma et al. [20] should: 

 

1) Combine real and virtual things in a real-world setting 

2) Interactive and real-time execution 

3) Compile a list of actual and virtual items that are related to each other. 

 

A sensor is usually used in an AR system to track the observer's movement, which is 

then blended with the virtual objects. The viewer can see virtual things layered on top of 

the real environment in a visual presentation. Video See-Through (VST) and Optical See-

Through (OST) AR HMDs are currently available [21]. 

 

Whatever initiates an Augmented Reality experience is referred to as an Augmented 

Reality trigger. The following are the most prevalent triggers [24]: 

 

1- Marker-based AR : Augmented Reality QR codes, logos, and product packaging 

are all popular markers. The AR experience that is based on a marker is connected to 

the marker. This implies that the arrangement of digital components is determined by the 

marker's location. The experience will usually appear on top of the marker and travel 

along with it when it is turned or rotated.  

2- Markerless AR : The actual world is traced on a feature-based, model-based 

basis, or mixed forms of the two and digital components are placed on a recognized 

feature, such as a flat surface. The digital parts are thus positioned based on the 

geometry and are not connected to a marker. It is also widely used for virtual product 

placements and live events. 

3- Location-based AR : Not much as popular as marker-based or markerless AR, 

but it's very useful in the travel and tourism industries. Location-based Augmented 

 Introduction 
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Reality is sometimes known as GPS-based Augmented Reality or Geo-based 

Augmented Reality. [22].  

 

2.1.3.  Mixed / Augmented Reality 

 

The blending of the actual and virtual worlds to create whole new settings and 

representations, where physical and digital objects co-exist and interact in real time, is 

known as mixed reality. Mixed Reality is a combination of reality and virtual reality that 

combines both AR and VR with immersive technologies that takes place in both the 

actual and virtual worlds. Immersive gadgets, on the other hand, assist to conceal 

physical aspects and replace them with digital creations. Like smart glasses, a 

holographic headgear may feature a see-through display with digital material projected 

on it. An immersive headgear, such as VR goggles, may actually obscure a user's vision 

of the physical world, leaving just the digital one visible. While these two techniques 

presently use distinct technologies [33].  

 

2.1.4.  Extended Reality 

 

Extended reality (XR) subsumes augmented reality, virtual reality, and mixed reality, 

including almost all types of technologically enhanced reality. Extended reality, like its 

subtypes, is a relatively new word, yet it is quickly gaining traction in sectors and 

augmenting human experience in previously imagined ways [34]. 

 

2.2. Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) 

The collaborative virtual environment (CVE) innovation points to convert web systems 

into 3D safe and populated places that empower collaborative work and social play, 

implying that we are going move absent from face-to-face collaboration and instep 

collaborate in a virtual world made artificially by computer programs. The partner’s 

behavior, intensions and the point of see is the foremost vital things. The creation of a 

CVE is presently recognized as a noteworthy issue. The issues are many and have a 

strong technological, cognitive, and social component [43]. 
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2.3.  Display Possibilities 

 

2.3.1.  Head Mounted Display 

 

Small screens or projection technologies incorporated into eyeglasses or installed on a 

helmet or headgear are known as head-mounted displays (HMDs). A retinal display, 

which a picture directly on the sensitive portion of the user's retina, is a developing kind 

of display. There are also LCD and OLED display technologies.  Although the picture 

seems to be on a screen at the user's optimum viewing distance, there is no real screen 

in front of the user; instead, the image is reflected back into the eye using specific optics 

(for example, adapted spectacles). Motion sensors are used in certain HMDs to identify 

direction and movement (for example, to give context-sensitive geographic information) 

or to control an immersive virtual reality application [35].    

                                                                    [83] 

 

 

2.3.1.1.  Augmented Reality HMD Displays 

 

A variety of display technologies are in use. As a result, they may be classified into 

several categories based on the type of experience they aim to give. Some technologies 

are only focused on enhancing one's viewing experience, whether it is static or moving. 

Others may focus on providing a more immersive environment [36]. 

 

Figure 2: Head Mounted Displays   Figure 2: Head Mounted Displays 
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1. Optical see through: Optical see-through, as a display technique, aims to allow people 

to observe optical components directly through various waveforms. Smart glasses are 

the most common optical see-through gadgets. They improve the user's perception of 

the various aspects. Optical components are used heavily in this display. Holographic 

waves are used to reflect and merge the actual and virtual worlds. Simply defined, optical 

see through as a display technology seeks to superimpose computer-generated virtual 

graphics on the actual environment using a lens that augments reality in specific ways. 

There are several types of augmented reality with optical see-through based on the 

number of eyes that can observe it. Monocular see through is a type of optical see 

through in which the virtual world is viewed via only one eye. Because they give an 

enhanced experience for both eyes, binocular displays are more immersive than 

monocular displays. 

 

2. Video see through: When it comes to virtual reality, video see-through displays are 

one of the most popular and extensively utilized display technologies. It usually 

superimposes video footage from one or two cameras with digitally produced visuals. 

After then, the user sees the merged image on the display. Both video and optical see-

through provide significant advantages to the user. 

 

2.3.1.2. Immersive HMD Displays 

While see-through display technologies emphasize realism and virtual synchrony, most 

augmented reality gadgets today prioritize immersion. Simply said, there are several 

imaging methods that make an honest effort to offer a comprehensive episode. Major 

advancements have already been made in immersive display technology for virtual 

reality and augmented reality [37]. 

1. Immersive Walls: CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual Setting) is a virtual reality 

environment that consists of a cube-shaped VR room with projection displays on the 

walls, floors, and ceilings. The user generally wears a virtual reality (VR) headset or a 

head-up display and interacts with wands, joysticks, or data gloves [36]. 

 

2. Immersive Hemispheres: When it comes to immersive displays, immersive 

hemispheres or domes are another step ahead. Headsets are designed for a single user. 

For a restricted range of user interactions, walls employ image technology. The image is 
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completed by hemispheres. Immersive hemispheres or domes offer 3D simulations in a 

fully immersive environment [36]. 

 

3.  Powerwall : Powerwalls are multi-source visualization technologies that enable large-

screen group collaboration and integrated working by allowing multi-source displays and 

interactivity. For improved team collaboration and presentations, they give high-quality 

visualization with flexibility and adaptability. They let users to manage and show 3D and 

2D content, whether presenting material or allowing people to interact on a shared 

platform using the huge screen. Powerwalls enable teams to work with shared screens, 

analyze in depth, and utilize their own devices as part of the system by combining display 

and work-flow technologies [38]. 

 

2.3.2.  Mobile displays ( Smartphone and Tablets ) 

 

Simply defined, mobile augmented reality is augmented reality that you can carry about 

with you. This implies that the hardware necessary to build an AR application is 

something you can carry about with you at all times [39]. 

 

1. VR handheld viewers:  Because these basic VR devices lack head straps, virtual 

reality is experienced by attaching a mobile device to the VR viewer and holding it up to 

the user's eyes. 

 

2. Wearable mobile VR HMDs:  With the smartphone put inside the headset, these 

devices provide a variety of head strapping options, resulting in a more pleasant VR 

experience. Furthermore, some headsets provide extra functions that improve the user's 

VR experience. 

 

2.4. 3D Interaction  

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is the study of how humans develop, use, and 

implement computer systems. It is a technology that is used to research humans, 

computers, and their interactions. However, the user interface based on the Window, 

Icon, Menu, Pointer interface paradigm is confined to two-dimensional (2D) planar 

objects, which cannot interact with things in three-dimensional (3D) space, decreasing 

the naturalness of the interaction [84]. 
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In virtual reality, manipulating objects is a crucial part of 3D interaction. The amount of 

interaction between the user and the environment determines the quality of the VE. 3D 

manipulation is a task that involves both the actual and virtual worlds. We utilize our 

hands to interact with items in our daily lives, and the hand may be considered an ideal 

periphery of interaction. It allows you to control a variety of objects in an efficient and 

accurate manner [47]. 

 
2.4.1. Interactions in Virtual Reality 

3D interaction approaches, according to Coquillart [48], are a set of ways or scenarios 

for using a hardware interface to allow a user to do a given job in a virtual world (VE). 

 3D interactions, according to Mine [49], are made up of four virtual behavioral primitives. 

1. Navigation: The process of positioning and orienting a user in a 3D environment is 

known as navigation. The user may roam about and explore the virtual world in this VR 

interaction, which is one of the most basic. Navigation often implies that the virtual 

environment is very large compared to the user’s size or area of arm reach. In these 

instances, certain strategies for moving around in the VE are required. Navigation should 

be separated into two categories: path finding, which is a cognitive activity that requires 

knowledge of the 3D environment, and travel, which is the process of changing positions 

[50]. 

 

2. Selection: The activity of pointing an item and verifying it is defined by [49] as selecting 

one object from others. Due to numerous factors such as a considerable distance from 

the user, occlusion, or even movement, selecting the appropriate item may be extremely 

difficult. 

 

3. Manipulation: Manipulation refers to changing the status of an item that has been 

previously chosen. This change is broken down into two parts: translation and rotation. 

The alteration of object characteristics such as size, texture, or transparency is also 

included in definition of manipulation [49]. 

 

4. System control is a vital duty in every program that allows the user and the application 

to communicate. The release of program functions and choices is, after all, the purpose 

of system control [47]. 
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In the medical applications generally the task of manipulation consists of the following 

[85]. 

 

1. Selection: The process of choosing entails identifying one thing from another. In our 

project it’s the part of the 3D hand skeleton parts. 

 

2. Translation: It is the task of changing the 3D location of an object once it has been 

chosen and for us to move the 3D hand skeleton parts to another location in the room. 

 

3. Rotation: The task of rotating an object is to change its orientation and for us to rotate 

the part of the 3D hand skeleton parts. 

 

4. Navigation: User movement or spatial displacement and in our project 3 platforms will 

be able to change their positions and locations in the room. 

 

2.4.2. Interactions in Augmented Reality 

 

There are some common interactions in Augmented Reality, and these are [51]: 

 

1. Hand Gestures: Hand gestures can aid in the quest of natural interactions in 

augmented reality, especially when used in contexts where the natural affordance of the 

items has been preserved. 

 

2. Gaze Interactions: Eye gazing is a form of modality that has been demonstrated to be 

effective in circumstances when users are unable to use their voice or hands owing to 

impairments [52] [53]. The eye is utilized for both pointing at and choosing things in the 

former. 

 

3. Head Pointing : It allows the user to engage with the world in a controlled and aware 

manner, and it has been a generally recognized interaction modality for many years, 

particularly among the motor-disabled community. The majority of cutting-edge smart 

glasses and AR/VR gadgets incorporate advanced head tracking [54]. 
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In 2020, by [12] studied interaction metaphors for augmented and virtual reality in depth 

and performed a user research at Hochschule Anhalt, therefore additional information 

about this topic can be found in this project 

 

3. Literature Research 

 

3.1. State of Art: Augmented and Mixed Reality based case studies 

 

1. Microsoft Mesh: New platform to deliver collaborative mixed reality experiences [24]: 

Mesh provides a natural collaboration experience in mixed reality. They planned 

scenarios such as virtual collaboration, remotely helping other users, training and 

learning together, in which people are represented as 3D avatars to increase realism 

and intelligibility in a virtual reality environment as shown in Figure 3. People can tell 

where they are in relation to one another using proximity and spatial audio. Users may 

collaborate in a shared 3D area to visualize and annotate material. A user may point to 

features of a shared 3D item while looking at the person with whom they're conversing.  

                            

                                                      Figure 3: Windows Mesh Virtual Collaboration 

                                                                       [24] 

 

2. Integrated View-Input Interaction Method for Mobile AR [25]: This study proposes an 

integrated view-input interaction technique, which combines perspective movement and 

virtual object manipulation solely through the use of a mobile AR device. The user may 

hold a 3D virtual item by touching it on the mobile device's 2D touch screen, and then 
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move and rotate it by moving and turning the mobile device while seeing the held object 

on the 2D screen. A virtual rod was shown in the screen as if it is attached to the tablet. 

User can hold a virtual object, which overlaps with the front edge of the rod when they 

touch anywhere on the screen. On the screen, a virtual rod seemed to be linked to the 

tablet. When a user touches anyplace on the screen, a virtual item overlaps with the front 

edge of the rod.  

3. In touch with the remote world: remote collaboration with augmented reality drawings 

and virtual navigation [26]: In this article, they show how to use a touchscreen interface 

to create freehand drawings as world-stabilized annotations and to realistically navigate 

a scene rebuilt live in 3D, all while working remotely. Automatically inferring depth for 2D 

drawings in 3D space, for which four different solutions were explored, and gesture-

based virtual navigation, created particularly to integrate limitations deriving from partially 

modeled remote scenes, are the two primary focuses of this study. 

 

3.2. State of Art: Virtual Reality based case studies 

 

Virtual reality (VR) is gaining traction as a simulation tool in emergency care education 

and training, particularly for nontechnical skills. Experiments comparing VR teaching and 

learning to traditional training media usually indicate that some learning or training 

effectiveness variables are similar or even superior in VR [27]. 

 

1. Applying Multi-User Virtual Reality to Collaborative Medical Training [28]: This study 

describes a multi-user virtual reality (VR) configuration aimed at offering innovative 

paramedic teaching tools that complement current learning techniques. A two-user full 

scale VR environment with head-mounted displays for two interactive trainees and one 

extra desktop pc for one trainer participant make up the hardware arrangement. The 

program creates a networked multi-user environment that displays a paramedic 

emergency simulation with an emphasis on anaphylactic shock, a typical scenario for 

severe medical situations that are too uncommon to occur during a standard curricular 

period of vocational training. The training participants' interactions were relayed to the 

VR in real time through a motion-tracking device and were carried out by their virtual 

counterparts (avatars) as shown in Figure 4. 
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                                              Figure 4: Medical Collaborative Training Software 

                                                                     [28] 

 

2. SpectoVive [29] : Surgeons must get accurate pictures of the body portion receiving 

surgery prior to performing any procedure. SpectoVive is a technology created by the 

University of Basel that employs computed tomography to generate 3D pictures in real 

time that can be used in a virtual world together. Visualizing a complex 3D organ on 

paper does not provide the complete picture. That is one of the primary reasons why 

360-degree visuals are becoming more popular, as is a better method for patients and 

doctors to interact. SpectoVive is for viewing organs that may require surgery and can 

be set to be viewed at any desired angle with the controller visualization and can be 

switched between 3D image and real CT images. 

 

3.3. State of Art: Crossplatform based case studies 

 

1. A Framework for Analyzing AR/VR Collaborations [30]: This paper outlines an attempt 

to define the essential aspects of a digital interaction and virtual cooperation, as well as 

the Cross Reality Collaboration Framework (CRCF), which is intended to provide an 

uniform platform for discussing, comparing, and contrasting these efforts. The study then 

goes on to detail a prototype solution that addresses the highlighted opportunity, as well 

as the outcomes of a testing environment that included four collaborators with different 

technical settings. The used platforms are Kinect, Hololens, Vive and with a PC. These 

platforms users represented in this project with a geometric objects because the main 

goal was to achieve cooperation between the platforms, as shown in Figure 5.   
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                                     Figure 5: Environment of AR/VR Collaboration Environment 

                                                                   [30] 

 

 

2. Extended Reality Framework for Remote Collaborative Interactions in Virtual 

Environments [31]: This paper describes the implementation of a framework for the 

development of collaborative XR applications in which multiple remote users can connect 

to the same shared environment using the supported XR devices. In the case of the 

developed prototype, system supports the use of VR and AR devices. In experiment ran 

with 4 VR and 3 AR users sharing the same virtual environment. 

 

The presentation of users is accomplished by using avatars and they help users perceive 

others, other users head orientation and position to the real environment as shown in 

Figure 6. For VR users the head gaze is represented by rendering the user’s eyes and 

nose presented with a cube because it is important to know user’s direction in which they 

are looking and hands are represented with the virtual hands to know is the user 

grabbing.  
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                  Figure 6: AR and VR Users Interacting in the Same Shared Environment 

                                                                  [31] 

 

For AR user avatars are defined as a capsule, which in this paper called avatar marker 

and when user call attention to themselves the color changes to green to pink. At the 

end, user study made and the result was users can easily identify other users in the room 

but perceiving if they were occluded by elements of the scene was not has obvious.  

 

3. A Unified Model for Interaction in 3D Environment [32]: This paper presents a model 

for designing VR, AR and MR applications independently of any device. These devices 

are in this work desktop, touchscreen device and one Oculus Rift HMD. To achieve the 

visualization between the platforms, they used degrees of freedom. When targeting, a 

transparent selection box is displayed around the object this called hover, if the object is 

selected, arrows and circles are displayed to indicate possible translations or rotations. 

Finally, the arrows and circles displayed during the selection change colors when 

activating interaction blocks that they represent, as shown in Figure 7.   
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                             Figure 7: 3 Degrees of Freedom with Hover and Pick 

                                                                      [32] 

 

4. Analysis of Problem 

 

4.1. Research Question 

Biomedical engineers will be more dependent on digital technologies in the future, VR 

and AR can help doctors and employees in medical departments in the field of training 

and further education, intraoperative guidance, communication and the exchange of 

information more easily and effectively. Especially in the medical field, naturalness and 

comprehensibility increase when it comes to human life. There is no room for mistakes. 

The literature contributions mostly concentrated on the creation of a multi-user 

environment and the connection of the different platforms or focused on the single-

platform multi-user environment and the creation of a visualization representation. 

The research question focuses on enhance cooperation amongst engineers, doctors or 

teacher with students using both AR and VR at the same time in the same virtual 

environment. The aim of this thesis work is, investigation of interaction visualization 

metaphors for Smartphone, VR headset and Hololens2, using a variety of AR and VR 

systems with multiuser experience to evaluate how successful the interactions 

visualizations are. We are interested to see the evaluation from each platform for other 

platforms visualization representations and also to evaluate how useful the multiuser 
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systems when 2 platforms working in the same virtual environment together. Answers to 

the following research questions are required: 

1. Which interactions are possible per platform? How are the interactions represented 

on each platform in current state-of-art software? 

2. What do we need to know for our multi-platform-framework regarding interactions? 

3. How should we visualize interactions on each platform, so that users of all other 

platforms can understand what is going on? 

 

4.2. Our Approach 

In past studies, when they made a user study for the multi-user application’s visualization 

representations, there are not many researches and evaluations for the nonverbal 

communication of the visualization representations. A substantial portion of our 

communication is nonverbal in real life. Nonverbal communication behaviors includes 

postures, facial expressions, eye gaze, gestures, and tone of voice. There are some 

works on nonverbal communication such as by [86], they discuss about relationships 

between avatar appearance, task success, social closeness and social presence with 

users during a collaborative or competitive task in immersive virtual reality. The 

collaborative virtual environment technology intends enable collaborative work and 

social play, implying that we go from a face-to-face scenario to one in which we 

collaborate in a virtual world produced artificially by computer programs this new style of 

working frequently degrades among users certain critical information for the collaborative 

process, such as the following [47]: 

1.  The partner’s behavior 

2.  The partner’s intensions 

3.  The partner’s point of view 

The creation of a CVE is now recognized as a significant problem. The issues are many 

and have a strong technological, cognitive, and social component. As a result, our 

approach is, to discuss how to create visualization representations on each platform and 

how this interaction visualization is accomplished on multiuser virtual reality application. 

These findings are applied to a medical test scenario in which a model of a 3D hand is 

used so that students can interact in a multiuser virtual environment. In this virtual 

environment, two platforms collaborated to determine which platforms, as an avatar and 
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as a device, have a better understanding and quality. Twenty students from the 

Hochschule Anhalt have tested with all three platforms, Smartphone, HP Reverb, and 

Hololens2, as both interactors and observers. To reach a conclusion based on the 

responses to the UEQ and TAM questionnaire, UEQ which shows which Avatar is the 

most user-friendly and practical of the three, and whether there is a substantial difference 

between the platforms in terms of attractiveness, permanence, efficiency, reliability, 

stimulation, and novelty, TAM has shown to be a helpful theoretical tool for assessing 

user acceptance of software, and we utilized it to examine the software capabilities of 

our three trials, which included two platforms and collaboration between the 2 platforms 

in each experiment. The experiment’s intended outcome is data from each platforms 

perspective, acceptability and usability of each platforms Avatar and also 2 platform 

software’s comparison in usefulness and ease of use. We will be able to see if combining 

AR and VR platforms is feasible in multiuser virtual environment, with the Hochschule 

Anhalt students. 

 

5. Technological Possibilities in VR and AR devices 

 

To achieve 3D interactions as we explained in 2.3 in Augmented and Virtual reality 

devices, all has different unique ways to interact with the objects.  The goal of interaction 

can be to address the object, grasp the item, and manipulate the object, in this instance 

transferring the object from one location to another to position it. 

 

5.1. How the interactions are achieved on each platform  

 

1. Addressing the Virtual Object: By highlighting the object that the user wants to engage 

with in a scenario with numerous objects shown in Figure 8, the user may address the 

object in the scene. The ray-casting technique is a basic addressing mechanism used in 

virtual reality headsets such as the HP Reverb and HTC Vive. It has an indefinite length, 

the ray picks the item it strikes, and it only moves in the direction chosen by the user. It's 

comparable to using a laser pointer to address an item [55]. With HoloLens 2, the virtual 

item may be addressed via gaze and touch interaction. When the user is wearing the 

HoloLens 2, the pointer follows the user's movement. Tapping the item in the field of 

vision is the HoloLens 2 form of addressing it. Because tapping beyond the field of vision 

is not recognized by HoloLens 2, touching inside it is required [56]. Using a smartphone 
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AR application, a touch gesture is utilized to address the virtual item. A virtual item may 

be addressed by tapping on the smartphone's touch screen [57].              

 

                                  

                                                               Figure 8: Addressing the Virtual Object 

                                                                      [87] 

 

 

2. Grabbing the Virtual Object: The ray casting technique may be used to grab with the 

VR headset. By directing his hand in the direction of an item in the virtual world, the user 

can highlight it with the light beam. When the item is chosen, it is linked to the ray and 

follows it around. The object may be grabbed by pressing the button on the VR controller 

shown in Figure 9, which attaches the virtual object to the controller. The controller must 

be oriented towards the virtual object to be grabbed. Eye tracking enhances the 

immersion of virtual reality experiences [55]. HoloLens 2 utilizes gaze-based navigation 

to monitor where a user is looking in the surroundings for virtual object, and once the 

virtual object is located, a user may grasp it using hand movements [60]. Targeting an 

object with the user's head pointed forward (head-direction) and then acting on it with a 

secondary input, such as the hand motion air tap or the vocal command "Select," can be 

used for highlighting and then grasping the virtual object [59]. The virtual object may be 

grasped by touching on the smartphone AR application, and the virtual object will be 

connected to the smartphone [57]. 
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                                          Figure 9: Grabbing the Virtual Object 

                                                                    [88] 

                      

3. Manipulating the Virtual Object: When the selected item is linked to the VR controller, 

it follows the motions of the VR controller. Because the object's distance from the user 

remains constant, sophisticated manipulations such as rotations need more resources 

with this technique with two controllers. As a result, ray-casting can only manipulate one 

degree of freedom independently [55]. Pinching gestures, for example, may be used to 

transfer a virtual object from one location to another while wearing a HoloLens 2 headset. 

When paired with arm movement, the combination of air tap and hold enables for a range 

of more sophisticated "click and drag" interactions, such as picking up and moving a 

virtual object shown in Figure 10. With HoloLens 2, gaze interaction combined with hand 

gestures may be utilized to manipulate the virtual item [60]. Swiping gestures on a 

smartphone's touch screen assist in moving a virtual item in an AR application created 

on the device [57]. 

 

                     

                     

                                     Figure 10: Manipulating the Virtual Objects   [89]                                              
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4. Releasing the Virtual Object: When the user is happy with the virtual object's new 

position, it is necessary to release the object from the device to which it is attached in 

order to complete the interaction with the virtual object. By pressing the button on the 

virtual reality headset controller, the item is stored and separated from the ray when it 

reaches the desired place. The controller's trigger button is removed from the finger or 

the item is detached [55]. The user must release or let go of the virtual object by releasing 

the finger. This detaches the virtual item from the HoloLens 2 [61]. When using 

smartphone AR, the user may leave his finger from the screen to deselect the item and 

release it to its new fixed place [57]. 

 

6. Interaction Visualization Methods in Platforms 

 

               The collaborative virtual environment (CVE) technology aims to transform internet 

networks into 3D navigable and populated places that enable collaborative work and 

social play, implying a shift from face-to-face collaboration to collaboration in a virtual 

world created artificially by computer programs. The development of a CVE is now widely 

acknowledged as a serious issue. The issues are many and have a strong technological, 

cognitive, and social component [47]. As a result, appropriate visualization methods 

should be implemented to improve immersion, conversation, participation, and 

awareness. 

There are some examples of interaction techniques and interaction visualization 

methods [25] [32] [47] [62]: 

1. Classical Virtual Realistic Hand Visualization Technique: Virtual Hand Metaphor is a 

set of interaction techniques for selection and interaction with objects that are within 

reach of a user’s arm. The user manipulates the object directly using a virtual depiction 

of their hand or hands shown in Figure 11, which closely matches real-life interaction 

with things. A more general term (3D interaction) includes Virtual Hand Metaphor as one 

of the common approaches to interaction with virtual objects in an immersive 

environment. This visualization technique can be used on 3 different platforms and most 

humanoid interaction visualization representation for the platforms. 
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                                           Figure 11: Virtual Hand Visualization 

                                                                     [90] 

 

2. Virtual Controller Representation: In the virtual environment the users hands are 

represented as their current controller model shown in Figure 12. User is able to see the 

controller buttons and some applications in these buttons information menus are 

adjusted so that user can see which button has which interaction feature. This method 

mostly used for Virtual Reality Head-Set. 

 

                            

                                      Figure 12: Virtual Controller Representation 

                                                                        [29] 
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3. Virtual Pointing Metaphor (ray casting): Using a laser pointer shown in Figure 13, 

target the item, then click the button on the controllers to choose it, carry it with the 

controllers, and click the button again to release the object. When this technique is 

compared with the virtual hand metaphor disadvantage is lack of realism. The user study 

of [47], when comparing the raycasting method with the virtual hand and go-go 

technique, the raycasting method had a good level of participation and awareness than 

others, but lacked in the area of collaborative effort and satisfaction levels than other 

visualization methods. With the Go-Go Technique these visualization representations 

are used in Virtual HeadSet.  

 

                          

                                       Figure 13: Virtual Pointing Metaphor 

                                                                  [47] 

4. Go-Go Technique: The user's motor space is not mapped one-to-one to the control 

space in the Go-Go method. A custom Control Display gain function is utilized instead. 

This extends the virtual hand's reach beyond the length of the user's arm shown in Figure 

14. In the user study by [47], the go-go technique performed well compared to ray casting 

and the virtual hand metaphor in terms of satisfaction and cooperation compared to other 

visualization methods. However, when comparing the go-go technique with other 

visualization methods such as the virtual hand, it was found in various literature articles 

[62] that there is a lack of realism on the user side. 
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                                              Figure 14: Go-Go Technique 

                                                                    [47] 

5. Rod Method: This visualization method is designed for mobile or tablet users 

interaction visualizations. On the screen, a virtual rod seemed to be linked to the tablet 

shown in Figure 15. This virtual rod is mounted to the rear surface of the tablet 1cm 

above and 1.5cm right from the camera. When a user touches anyplace on the screen, 

a virtual item overlaps with the front edge of the rod. 

                                             

                           Figure 15: Rod Method (for the Smartphone and Tablets) 

                                                                     [25] 

              

6. 3 Degrees of Freedom interaction:  The DoF object represents a one-degree-of-

freedom movement. A translation or a rotation around an axis can be used to express 

this degree of freedom shown in Figure 16. When targeting an object, a translucent 
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selection box appears around it. When you pick an item, arrows and circles appear to 

show various translations and rotations. Finally, when the interaction blocks that the 

arrows and circles represent are activated, the colors of the arrows and circles displayed 

during the selection change. This visualization method is usable for 3 of the platforms. 

 

                               

                                             Figure 16: Hover, Pick and 3 DoF 

                                                                      [32] 

 

7. Homer Technique: Hand-centered object manipulation extending ray-casting. The 

item is picked using ray-casting, but then the user's virtual hand is attached to it, allowing 

for direct but remote handling of the object. The lack of reality is a disadvantage. When 

this technique is compared with other methods like virtual hand metaphor the problem is 

again lack of realism from the user side. 

8. World in Miniature:  Provide an external view giving the user the chance to reference 

all objects in the virtual world. 

Some of these interaction techniques and visualization methods are discussed in the 

literature research with their multiuser virtual reality applications and user study 

experiences on these techniques. In section 6.1. you will find which visualization method 

we have used in this literature work and for what reason. 
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6.1. Discussion about the Interaction Visualization Metaphors  

 

The amount of realism in collaborative virtual environment has been investigated from 

many angles in order to see how it affects social interaction in the simulation. When 

comparing a humanoid avatar to a form type or a cartoon-type avatar, Gerhard found 

that the degree of presence is stronger when employing a humanoid avatar [63]. 

Additionally, using a humanoid type results in increased immersion, conversation, 

involvement, and awareness.  

Nonetheless, Garau demonstrated that using a small amount of human characteristics 

or behavior to inanimate objects, animals, or natural phenomena representation leads to 

a greater sense of copresence and social presence than using a large amount of 

anthropomorphism or no anthropomorphic representation [64]. Visual and behavioral 

realism, according to Bailenson, must be properly matched [65]. 

When it comes to medical applications, visualization representations are even become 

more important than every other applications. Because there is no room for error, when 

it comes to human life.  These medical applications can be used in education, training 

and information exchange for the doctors. Taking this into account in this project 

humanoid avatar representations based on for each platform. In VR headset and 

Hololens2 humanoid head and hand avatars, in smartphone visualization one hand 

avatar is designed.   

 

7. Experiments 

 

7.1. AR and VR Platforms Used 

 

7.1.1. The hardware platform consist of the following 

 

1. VR-Headset HP- Reverb: The HP Reverb Virtual Reality Headset includes an 11-foot 

cord, two motion controllers, and a headset. On the frontal panel of the Reverb, there 

are two outward looking cameras that are spaced far apart. On the side headbands, a 

set of on-ear headphones are linked to the plastic assembly that allows the headbands 

to stretch and retract before being secured with hook-and-loop strips. The Reverb comes 

with the same Windows Mixed Reality controllers that come with the HP Windows Mixed 
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Reality Headset VR1000-100 and other Windows Mixed Reality headsets. In Figure 17 

[41]. 

                               

                               Figure 17: HP Windows Mixed Reality Headset 

                                                                    [41] 

 

2. Microsoft Hololens 2 : Microsoft created and built a set of mixed reality smart glasses 

shown in Figure 18. It is the successor to Microsoft's groundbreaking Hololens 2. It 

integrates virtual objects into the physical environment, providing users with a fresh 

perspective on the world. Although HoloLens 2 is immersive, it does not completely block 

out the outside world. It integrates holographic information and applications into the 

actual environment, allowing users to see and interact with virtual objects as if they were 

real. It features a diagonal field of vision of 52 degrees, which is an improvement over 

the 34 degrees of the original HoloLens, while maintaining a resolution of 47 pixels per 

degree. Immersive, ergonomics, and business friendliness are three of the device's key 

enhancements, according to Microsoft [42]. 

                                       

                                              Figure 18: Microsoft Hololens2 [42] 
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3. Android Smartphone AR : AR is a form of technology that can superimpose a 

computer-generated image on top of a single view of the actual world, resulting in a 

composite vision of the world that blends reality and the unreal. This technology has 

found its way into video games and is now available on mobile phones. Many popular 

smartphone applications, such as Snapchat, employ AR technology to create filters. AR 

apps are supported on Android, iOS, Windows, and Lumin OS devices [43]. 

 

 

7.1.2. The SDKs consist of following 

 

1. Mixed Reality ToolKit (MRTK) : MRTK-Unity is a Microsoft-led project that provides a 

set of components and capabilities to help Unity developers create cross-platform MR 

applications faster. Some of its features include fundamental building blocks for Unity 

development on the HoloLens 2, Windows Mixed Reality, and OpenVR platforms [44]. It 

functions as an expandable framework that allows developers to replace key 

components. Microsoft HoloLens, Microsoft HoloLens 2, Windows Mixed Reality 

Headsets, OpenVR headsets (HTC Vive/Oculus Rift), and Ultraleap Hand Tracking are 

among the platforms it supports. 

 

2. ARCore: It's Google's platform for creating augmented reality experiences. ARCore 

allows the user's phone to perceive its surroundings, comprehend the world, and interact 

with information via a variety of APIs. To enable shared AR experiences, some of the 

APIs are available on Android and iOS [45]. 

 

To combine virtual content with the actual environment as viewed through the user's 

phone camera, ARCore employs three essential capabilities: 

 

1. Motion tracking, allows the phone to understand and track its position relative to the 

world. 

 

2. Environmental understanding, allows the phone to detect the size and location of all 

type of surfaces: horizontal, vertical and angled surfaces like the ground, a coffee table 

or walls. 
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3. Light estimation, allows the phone to estimate the environment's current lighting 

conditions. 

 

The motion tracking technology in ARCore utilizes the phone's camera to locate 

interesting elements and track how they move over time. ARCore determines the location 

and orientation of the phone as it travels across space using a combination of the 

movement of these points and data from the phone's inertial sensors. 

 

ARCore can recognize flat objects, such as a table or the floor, and estimate the average 

illumination in the region surrounding it in addition to recognizing significant spots. These 

skills work together to allow ARCore to develop its own knowledge of the environment. 

Because of ARCore's knowledge of the actual environment, you may position objects, 

annotations, and other information in a way that blends in with it [45]. 

 

7.1.3. The communication protocol between the platforms 

 

In our project we need communication protocol to connect our platforms and share 

information between them. 

There are many communication protocols to share datagrams the main two examples 

are TCP ( Transmission Control Protocol ) and UDP ( User Datagram Protocol ). TCP Is 

an internet-based connection-oriented protocol that allows computers to communicate 

with one another. In TCP/IP networks, it is one of the most important protocols. TCP 

offers error-checking and ensures data delivery as well as packet delivery in the 

sequence in which they were transmitted. User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a 

connectionless protocol that functions similarly to TCP but does not require error-

checking or recovery services. Instead, UDP broadcasts datagrams to the receiver 

indefinitely, regardless of whether they receive them or not [66]. 

In this project, UDP is selected as the communication protocol and if you look at the 

properties of UDP, it transmits datagrams over a network and runs on the Internet 

Protocol (IP). Before transmission, UDP does not need the source and destination to 

establish a three-way handshake. Furthermore, there is no requirement for an end-to-

end connection [46]. 

UDP is ideal for real-time or high-performance applications that don't require data 

verification or correction since it avoids the cost of connections, error checks, and 
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retransmission of missing data. Verification can be done at the application layer if 

necessary. 

 

For many sorts of applications, UDP provides a variety of advantages, including [46]: 

 

1. No retransmission delays, UDP is suitable for time-sensitive applications that can’t 

afford retransmission delays for dropped packets. Examples, online games, and media 

streaming. 

 

2. Speed – UDP’s speed makes it useful for query-response protocols such as DNS, in 

which data packets are small and transactional. 

 

3. Suitable for broadcasts – UDP’s lack of end-to-end communication makes it suitable 

for broadcasts, in which transmitted data packets are addressed as receivable by all 

devices on the internet. UDP broadcasts can be received by large numbers of clients 

without server-side overhead. 

 

7.2. Implementation 

 

This chapter discusses technological possibilities for achieving interaction, as well as 

how the interaction visualization representations were implemented on all three 

hardware platforms using programming and SDKs. The interactions took place on a 

basic three-dimensional cube on single platforms and for the multiuser interactions took 

place on 3D Hand Skeleton. First how visualization representations are adapted in 3 

platforms and then explained for the multiuser platform. 

 

7.2.1. Single Platforms Implementation 

 

1. Hololens2: The MRTK 2.5.3 unitypackage SDK was used to create the interactions 

with Hololens2. The object is addressed by making a pinch motion over the cube to be 

addressed and grasped. The hand is tracked using the Hololens2 function, and the hand 

mesh is generated using the MRTK feature. 

The next interaction is grasped item to move with using a finger  hand motion. The user's 

finger is attached to the virtual object. The virtual object is moved by using a hand 

gesture; the virtual object is moved by moving the hand, and the virtual object is released 

at the new place when the pinch is released. Inside of the object, manipulation handler 
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script is responsible for these interactions. Using one or two hands, this script allows you 

to make an item moveable, scaled, and rotational. Also Box Collider has added to the 

object it’s a must for the Hololens2 to interact with the object. Box collider generates a 

grabbable line around the selected object. NearInteractionGrabbable script is also 

included to make the item respond to near articulated hand input. The MRTK for Unity 

package includes these all those scripts to make object interactable with Hololens2. 

The Manipulation Type property shown in Figure 19, determines whether the virtual item 

may be manipulated with one or both hands. One hand Rotation Mode Near controls 

how the virtual item behaves when grasped with one hand close. One Hand Rotation 

Mode Far controls how the virtual item reacts when grasped from a distance with one 

hand close. When interacting with a virtual object, Constraints on Rotation defines the 

axis the virtual object will rotate on. Smoothing Active determines whether or not 

smoothing is active. Amount of Smoothing One Hand determines how much smoothing 

should be applied to the movement, scale, and rotation. Smoothing with a value of 0 

implies there is no smoothing. There will be no change in value if the maximum value is 

reached [67][68]. 

                        

                                          Figure 19: Manipulation Handler 
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Next, need to customize the hand visualization and head avatar when working with other 

platforms. Hololens2 avatar should be understandable by other platforms. 

 

From the MixedRealityToolkit shown in Figure 20, in order to adapt all functions for the 

platforms, should be specified within the MixedRealityToolkit platform. 

DeafaultHololens2ConfigurationProfile should be selected for Hololens2. 

 

              

                                         Figure 20: MixedRealityToolkit 

 

The Hand Tracking profile is found under the Input System profile shown in Figure 21. It 

contains settings for customizing hand representation. In Hand Tracking to visualize the 

hands simple prefabs are used to visualize joint prefabs. The Palm and Index Finger 

joints are very important and have their own prefab, although all other joints share one. 

If the hand tracking device provides completely specified mesh data, the hand mesh is 

used. Because data from the device replaces the mesh renderable in the prefab, a 

dummy mesh such as a cube is sufficient. The material of the prefab is used for the hand 

mesh [69]. To visualize hands to activate the hand mesh and hand joint visualizations 
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shown in Figure 22, the Hand Mesh Visualization Modes setting and Hand Joint 

Visualization Modes should adjusted to “Everything” respectively. 

 

                

                                       Figure 21: Hand Tracking Settings 

 

                         

                          Figure 22: Hand Tracking Visualization for Hololens2 
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For the head of the Hololens2's avatar shown in Figure 22, simple 3D objects are created 

for the head Sphere, 2 Cubes for the eyes and 1 Capsule for the mouth. These futures 

are created because it is important to know the head direction of the users. 

                          

                                      Figure 23: Hololens2 Head Visualization 

         

2. HP Reverb: The MRTK 2.5.3 unitypackage SDK was used to create the interfaces 

with HP Reverb. The identical scenario that works with HoloLens 2 when installed on HP 

Reverb in cube interaction works with no adjustments to the unity scene required. Unlike 

Hololens 2 for HP Reverb controllers, some adjustments should be made, such as 

various hand gesture movements such as grabbing and pinching in a virtual environment 

with controller buttons and selecting appropriate hand representations. 

 

From the MixedRealityToolkit, in order to adapt all functions for the HP Reverb this time, 

New MixedRealityConfigurationProfile should be selected. In this project, Oculus Virtual 

Hands [69] are used to create the HP Reverb Avatar’s hand presentations. The head 

avatar uses the same design as the Hololens 2, but with a different color shown in Figure 

24. 

                              

                                         Figure 24: HP Reverb Head Visualization 
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To increase the understandability and the quality of the Avatar whether its single platform 

or multiuser, some features should be added to the hand visualizations. When the user 

addressing and grabbing the virtual objects, hands should change its gestures in virtual 

reality environment. Achieve this implementations some scripts, animations and MRTK 

features should be adjusted.   

 

The Controllers section is found under the Input System profile shown in Figure 25. It 

contains settings for customizing controllers representation and which controllers are 

using on your current device. To adjust the controller representations in this project 

Global Left/Right Controller Models adjusted with the Left/Right Hand Presence with 

respectively. 

 

        

                                          Figure 25: Controllers Settings 

                               

Within the Right / Left hand presence to be able to make the hand gestures shown in 

Figure 26, the hand presence script [70], which basically communicates with controller 

buttons and with also Animator, has attached and the Oculus hand model named Custom 

Right / Left Hand Model is added to the Hand Model's Prefab. 

MixedRealityControllerVisualizer, which script that comes with the MRTK, the 

appropriate controller should be customized in the Handedness section. 
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                                    Figure 26: Hand Presence Script Settings 

 

1. using System.Collections;   

2. using System.Collections.Generic;   

3. using UnityEngine;   

4. using UnityEngine.XR;   

5.    

6. public class HandPresence : MonoBehaviour   

7. {   

8.     public bool showController = false;   

9.     public InputDeviceCharacteristics controllerCharacteristics;   

10.     public List<GameObject> controllerPrefabs;   

11.     public GameObject handModelPrefab;   

12.        

13.     private InputDevice targetDevice;   

14.     private GameObject spawnedController;   

15.     private GameObject spawnedHandModel;   

16.     private Animator handAnimator;   

17.    
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18.    

19.     void UpdateHandAnimation()   

20.     {   

21.         if(targetDevice.TryGetFeatureValue(CommonUsages.trigger, out floa

t triggerValue))   

22.         {   

23.             handAnimator.SetFloat("Trigger", triggerValue);   

24.         }   

25.         else   

26.         {   

27.             handAnimator.SetFloat("Trigger", 0);   

28.         }   

29.    

30.         if (targetDevice.TryGetFeatureValue(CommonUsages.grip, out float g

ripValue))   

31.         {   

32.             handAnimator.SetFloat("Grip", gripValue);   

33.         }   

34.         else   

35.         {   

36.             handAnimator.SetFloat("Grip", 0);   

37.         }   

38.     }   

                              Listing 1: Hand Movement Script Grip and Pinch [70] 

 

Finally Animator should be added inside of the Hand Model, for a character or object, an 

Animator Controller shown in Figure 27 lets you to organize and maintain a set of 

Animation Clips and related Animation Transitions. The Animator Controller has 

references to the Animation Clips it uses, and it uses a State Machine to manage the 

Animation Clips and Transitions between them. A State Machine can be thought of as a 

flow-chart of Animation Clips and Transitions, or as a simple program written in Unity's 

visual programming language [71].  
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                                           Figure 27: Animator Settings 

 

                        

                Figure 28: a) Grip and b) Pinch Gestures for HP Reverb Controllers 

 

                           

                                                Figure 29: HP Reverb view 
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3. Smartphone AR: The ARCore for Unity SDK v2.1.11 and MRTK 2.5.3 unity package 

were used to create the interactions with the Android Smartphone AR. The identical 

scenario that works with HoloLens 2 and HP Reverb which works in cube interaction, 

works with same with the Android Smartphone no adjustments to the unity scene required. 

Another option for the Smartphone is the Vuforia SDK, which uses markers to generate 

3D objects for the Smartphone, such as placing markers in the room and projecting a 

virtual object on it. However, moving the virtual object around would necessitate more 

markers being placed around the room, which would not meet the project's requirements. 

Also to built a multiuser virtual environment on these platforms, MRTK is one of the finest 

options.  

 

In ARCore side, when the camera of the smartphone is moved across a floor and a plane 

is identified to place the virtual object in space, the tracking or placement of the virtual item 

is done. The scene controller is used to keep ARCore and Unity in sync.  

 

Address the object and grab it, finger press on the 3D object on the screen is required, 

and then to move it, in a small area, finger movement on the screen is required, or to carry 

the object to a more distant place, continuously holding the object on the screen, and a 

phone movement with the user is required to carry the object to the new place. The 

essence of releasing and placing the object in the new position is to remove your finger 

from the screen.  

 

Since the idea in this master thesis creating humanoid avatars to increase immersion, 

conversation, involvement and awareness, hand Avatar chosen as the basis for 

smartphone visualization representation. So by other platforms, in shared virtual reality 

environment hand will be seen as the representation of the Smartphone shown in Figure 

30. 

 

                                                 

                               Figure 30: Hand Visualization for the Smartphone 
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                                            Figure 31: Smartphone view 

 

7.2.2. Multiuser Platform Implementation 

In order to bring all 3 platforms together so that they can work in the same virtual 

environment, this project and another project previously carried out at the Anhalt University 

of Applied Sciences were merged. The project previously carried out at the Anhalt 

University of Applied Sciences uses UDP and enables 3 platforms to work in the same 

virtual environment. UDP is necessary to enable to share datagrams between the 

platforms about Avatar head and hand positions and also for the object position 

movements. One platform should be Host in our case VR-PC is the Host to control 

datagram sharing and other two platforms are Clients which are Smartphone and 

Hololens2. 

In order to integrate previous project into this project, some adjustments were made for 3 

platform Avatars and for the Object side. These Avatars and the object which is 3D hand 

skeleton adjusted inside of the UDP. So that these platforms can see what other user 

platforms are doing and the hand skeleton can be transferred to another platform correctly.  

1. UDP Transform Updater: UDP Transform Updater Script basically collects data from 

user platforms continuously to send it to UDP Client Script and this code should be located 

inside of the user Avatar. How to collect data from users: the users head location from the 
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headset in Hololens2 and/or HP Reverb, the location of the controller in HP Reverb and/or 

Smartphone. Some adjustments should be made in UDP Transform Updater. 

 

For HP Reverb which is VR-PC, Left/Right Hand which has the Hand Representations in 

our case Oculus Hands, for Hololens2, Left/Right Hand which has the Hand Tracking 

Visualization Mesh, should be put inside of the Left/Right sections respectively inside of 

their Avatars UDP Transform Updater. In HP Reverb Focus Point and Focus Line which 

tracks the controllers position, should be attached to the same name sections. For 

Smartphone to track the position of the device Focus Point and Focus line should be 

attached to the correct places shown in Figure 32.  

 

                          

                                        Figure 32: UDP Transform Updater 

 

2. UDP Client: UDP Client script shown in Figure 33, basically collects the data from UDP 

Transform Updater and enables communication between the platforms. So each platform 

can see other users changing locations and gestures. Each platforms Avatar should be 

adjusted in the UDP Client script. PC_playerprefab represents VR-PC user, 

SP_playerprefab represents Smartphone user and Holo_playerprefab represents 

Hololens 2 Avatar. 
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                                              Figure 33: UDP Client Settings 

 

3. Object UDP Updater: Just like UDP Transform Updater, the Object UDP Updater script 

collects data from each individual platform if those platforms have changed this time the 

object or not, so it will capture the new location when it has changed. Then this information 

is sent to the Object Client script to inform other platforms. In our project, as already 

mentioned, a 3D hand skeleton shown in Figure 34, is used and each of the skeleton parts 

should be transferred to the Object UDP Updater so that this script can follow the changes 

in location of the skeleton part. 

 

                                           

                                                   Figure 34: 3D Hand Skeleton 

                                                                                         [91] 
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3D Hand Skeleton has 27 different parts and each of them should be inside of the Object 

UDP Updater shown in Figure 35. 

 

               

                                      Figure 35: Object UDP Updater Settings 

  

 

4. Object Client: This script basically shares the object shown in Figure 36, in our case the 

3D hand skeleton, and communicates between the platforms when object positions are 

changed so that all platforms can see the object positions has changed. As mentioned 

earlier, these objects have Object Manipulator Script, NearInteractionGrabbable Script 

and Box Collider so platforms can interact and all of these scripts comes with the MRTK 

package. 
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                                           Figure 36: Object UDP Client Settings 

 

8. Biomedical Use Case, Importance and Survey 

 

8.1. Biomedical Test Case and Importance 

 

Anatomy is an important part of medical schools since it is necessary for correct diagnosis 

of organs and human systems. Some  virtual reality system has been try to develop 

detailed animations and interactive 3D models of the human body to aid learning of 

anatomy, radiology, and surgical operations, such as, The CommandEP, which is about 

creates digital, real-time patient-specific 3D cardiac geometries during minimally invasive 

cardiac electrophysiology procedures [72].     

Students frequently rely on textual and spoken explanations, as well as 2D 

representations, in settings when dissections are limited. Such instruction has been linked 

to an increase in cognitive load, which has resulted in a decline in information acquisition 

and storage. Where dissection is deemed an inadequate teaching technique owing to 

inaccessibility, intrinsic complexity, or the size of the structure, 3D computer models can 

be beneficial for demonstrating anatomy [12] [73]. In addition to these benefits, if it is a 

multi-user application and you can even interact with other users platforms from your 

location using your phone, these applications can improve communication and information 

sharing in training or even surgical procedures. 
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A 3D model of a hand was loaded into Unity for the aim of sharing virtual reality biological 

information and education exchange. The hand model is a prefab made out of various 

bones from the hand parts. 

                                                      

                                    Figure 37: Forearm Human Skeleton view 

                                                                   [74] 

Bones are necessary for the body's structure and protection of essential structures. The 

following are the main bones of the hand structure [12] [74]: 

 

1. Radius: It is one of the two forearm bones and is located near the hand on the thumb 

side of the forearm, but usually on the outside of the elbow. Because the radius wraps 

around the forearm bone, the ulna, its position changes depending on how the hand is 

rotated. 

 

2. Ulna: It is located on the small finger side of the forearm and is one of the two forearm 

bones. The ulna, unlike the radius, does not twist, thus it remains in the same place on 

the inside of the forearm no matter how the hand moves. 

 

3. Scaphiod: The bone in the wrist is called the ulna. It is a part of the first row of wrist 

bones, although it aids in the connection of the two rows of wrist bones. 

 

4. Trapezoid: It is a trapezoidal-shaped bone in the second row of wrist bones that is 

responsible for holding the index finger metacarpal bone in place. This is a bone that is 

seldom broken. 
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5. Metacarpal: They're all the same shape, with wrist and finger joints on one end and 

thumb joints on the other. The thumb metacarpal is similar in form to the finger 

metacarpals, although it is somewhat thicker. 

 

6. Proximal Phalanx: When counting from the hand to the tip of the finger, it is the first 

bone in the finger. Each finger's proximal phalanx is the biggest of three bones. 

 

7. Middle Phalanx: When counting from the hand to the tip of the finger, it is the second 

bone. 

 

8. Distal Phalanx: When counting from the hand to the tip of the finger, it is the third of 

three bones in each finger. It is also necessary for fingernail support. 

 

The use case is to use this skeleton view in the multi-user environment to evaluate the 

acceptance and usability of these avatars between the platforms' perspectives from one 

another. Since there are 3 experiments and these are VRPC-Hololens2, Smartphone- 

Hololens2 and VRPC-Smartphone respectively, users have the opportunity to evaluate 

each software collaboration platform with the 3D hand skeleton view, and while 2 platforms 

are working together, users have the opportunity to observe and rate other platforms' 

Avatar interactions with the skeleton. 

The user of the HP Reverb basically with interact with 3D Hand Skeleton in multiuser 

environment with the controllers, pointer of the should come to desired skeleton part and 

with button press skeleton parts can be moved and when the user wants to locate the 

skeleton part to new place releasing the button will be enough to position. In Hololens2, 

the user should bring the laser pointer to the desired object with their hand to grab it, and 

to grab it, the user should make a hand gesture, which is a pinch gesture, with their hand 

to hold the 3D skeletal part. Once the pinch gesture released skeleton part will be located 

to its new place. For the Smartphone user to communicate with other user platforms, user 

should continuously press the desired skeleton part and locate it to its new place simply 

moving on the screen or with move of the Smartphone. Locate the skeleton part to its new 

place will be achieved releasing the finger from the screen.    

These multiuser cross platforms, which include a variety of devices, allow users to 

communicate and support one another regardless of where they are, for example, in 
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educating medical and biomedical students or assisting physicians during surgery. 

Furthermore, because this model is offered on three distinct platforms, students may have 

access to both classroom and private training at home using their mobile devices. It 

becomes a fun method to learn about anatomy and makes studying and learning more 

enjoyable and engaging. By offering the possibility to add or remove anatomical structures 

and to observe an organs from different angles with other user platforms at the same time, 

teaching of complicated anatomical regions can benefit from 3D model representations 

[75]. 

 

8.2. Survey with Students 

 

8.2.1. Procedure  

The goal of the survey was to see which platform's avatar had the most attractiveness, 

perspicuity, efficiency, reliability, stimulation, and novelty, as well as comparing the 

findings to the other two platforms' avatars. Because there were three experiments each 

time with 2 platforms, 20 individuals experienced all three platforms in three distinct trials 

as both observers and interactors, experiments were VRPC-Hololens2, Smartphone-

Hololens2, and VRPC-Smartphone shown in Figure 38, a questionnaire was conducted to 

evaluate whether which experiment's application performed better than the other two 

platforms. The study enlisted the help of 20 volunteers who were not paid for their time. 

As they entered for the survey, they were greeted, and the purpose of the thesis was 

conveyed to each participant. Individuals interacted and made an observation with the 3D 

Hand Skeleton. 

                 

Figure 38: 3 Experiments                                 
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1. First Experiment: 

 

  

                                                            

 

 

 

                                             

                                         Figure 39: Hololens2 and PC-VR User Study 

                                  

       Figure 40: Hololens2 view from PCVR               Figure 41: PC-VR view from Hololens2 
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Table 1: Student A/B PC-VR and Hololens2 
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  2. Second Experiment: 

 

 

 

 

  

 

                                         

                                       Figure 42: Hololens2 and Smartphone User Study 

                                     

Figure 43: Hololens2 view from S.phone          Figure 44: S.phone view from Hololens2 
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Table 2: Student A/B Hololens2 and Smartphone 
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3. Third Experiment: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                      

                                      Figure 45: PC-VR and Smartphone User Study 

                                     

     Figure 46: S.phone view from VR-PC                    Figure 47: VR-PC view from S.phone 
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The age range of the participants included 6 subjects aged 21-25 years and 14 subjects 

aged 26-30 years, according to the statistical questionnaire filled out by the subjects. 

Around 12 respondents had prior virtual technology experience, 3 of them had multi-user 

experience from school or virtual reality gaming. 8 of the participants had no prior exposure 

with virtual technology. The majority of participants employed virtual technology for the 

purpose of studying. Three students had used three of the devices more than ten times, 

seven students had used a VR headset, smartphone, or Hololens2 at least once, and 

others had used the Hololens2/Smartphone more than ten times in virtual reality. None of 

the participants had any stereoscopic vision problems. Each student's study took 45 

minutes to an hour. 

After observing the avatar of the other platforms, each of the test subjects had to fill out 

the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) shown in Figure 48, based on their experience 

to qualify the visual appearance of the interactor platform head and hands or, for the 

smartphone, just the hand in general. The observation of the avatar of a platform from two 

different platforms can also evaluate the perspective qualities of the platforms via the 

visualization representations of other platforms. After each experience, students also filled 

another questionnaire which is Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) to qualify every 2 

platforms software. 

UEQ is a broad term that refers to a user's overall perception. Both traditional usability 

(efficiency, precision, and reliability) and user experience (originality and simulation) are 

assessed [76]. 

                                             

                                            Figure 48: UEQ Questionnaire [76] 
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TAM consisted of perceived ease of use (PEOU), perceived usefulness (PU), attitude 

toward using (ATU), behavioral intention to use (BI), and actual system use (AU) [77]. In 

this paper TAM questionnaire shown in Figure 49 use to evaluate the two platforms 

software in these perspectives from the user side. 

                                 

                                              Figure 49: TAM Questionnaire  

                                                                     [77] 

 

8.2.2. Results 

The survey's findings were as follows: 

1. UEQ results:  The UEQ is used as part of a standard usability test to obtain quantitative 

data on the participants' user experience impressions. The best moment to give the 

participants the questionnaire is just after they have completed the test activities. The UEQ 

is designed to capture a user's initial impression of a product [76]. 
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                                    Figure 50: Assumed Scale Structure of the UEQ 

                                                                        [76] 

Stimulation and novelty are hedonic quality elements (not goal directed), while 

perspicuity, efficiency, and dependability are pragmatic quality aspects (goal-directed) 

shown in Figure 50 [76]. The findings for the three platforms are shown in Table 4. The 

results are represented graphically in Figure 51. 

Platforms Attractiveness Pragmatic Quality   Hedonic Quality 

HP Reverb Avatar 1.95 1.59 1.56 

Hololens2  Avatar 1.88 1.67 1.59 

Smartphone Avatar 1.52 1.57 1.12 

              

            Table 4: Attractiveness, Pragmatic and Hedonic Quality Results for the Avatars 

                    

          Figure 51: Attractiveness, Pragmatic and Hedonic Quality for all 3 Platforms 
Visualization Representations 
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Tables 5-10 provide the scale means and 5-percent confidence intervals for each of the 

three platforms avatar evaluation with the UEQ questionnaire from other 2 platforms and 

Tables 11-13 shows the average avatar evaluation from the other 2 platforms. 

 

                                                         

                                                    Figure 52: Scales of UEQ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Mean Standard Dev. Confidence 

A 1.95 0.89 0.39 

P 1.59 1.38 0.60 

E 1.68 0.91 0.40 

D 1.50 0.84 0.37 

S 1.96 0.91 0.40 

N 1.16 1.08 0.47 

 Mean Standard Dev. Confidence  

A 1.86 1.17 0.51 

P 2.10 1.16 0.51 

E 1.91 1.06 0.46 

D 1.66 1.08 0.47 

S 1.94 1.09 0.48 

N 1.16 1.23 0.54 

Table 5: HP Reverb from Hololens2 Table 6: HP Reverb from Smartphone 

 Mean Standard Dev. Confidence  

A 1.52 0.98 0.43 

P 1.65 1.16 0.51 

E 1.56 1.01 0.44 

D 1.50 0.77 0.34 

S 1.40 1.10 0.48 

N 0.84 1.31 0.57 

 Mean Standard Dev. Confidence  

A 1.66 1.26 0.55 

P 1.95 1.16 0.51 

E 1.80 1.14 0.50 

D 1.60 0.96 0.42 

S 1.64 1.21 0.53 

N 0.90 1.35 0.59 

Table 7: Smartphone from HP Reverb Table 8:Smartphone from Hololens2 
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Figure 54-59 shows graphs for the means and standard deviations of the UEQ scales for 

each group. These groups are shown in Figure 53. 

 Mean Standard Dev. Confidence  

A 1.88 1.37 0.60 

P 1.84 1.59 0.70 

E 1.43 1.45 0.63 

D 1.73 0.74 0.32 

S 1.98 1.18 0.52 

N 1.20 1.16 0.51 

 Mean Standard Dev. Confidence  

A 1.57 1.35 0.59 

P 1.81 1.32 0.58 

E 1.51 1.33 0.58 

D 1.51 1.17 0.51 

S 1.65 1.18 0.52 

N 0.85 1.20 0.53 

Table 9: Hololens2 from HP Reverb Table 10: Hololens2 from Smartphone 

 Mean Standard Dev. Confidence  

A 1.91 1.03 0.45 

P 1.85 1.27 0.55 

E 1.80 0.99 0.43 

D 1.58 0.96 0.42 

S 1.95 1 0.44 

N 1.16 1.16 1.01 

 Mean Standard Dev. Confidence  

A 1.59 1.12 0.59 

P 1.8 1.16 0.58 

E 1.68 1.08 0.58 

D 1.55 0.87 0.51 

S 1.52 1.15 0.52 

N 0.82 1.33 0.53 

Table 11: Average of HP Reverb Table 12: Average of Hololens2 

 Mean Standard Dev. Confidence  

A 1.72 1.35 0.59 

P 1.82 1.45 0.58 

E 1.47 1.39 0.58 

D 1.62 1.17 0.51 

S 1.82 1.18 0.52 

N 1.02 1.18 0.53 

Table 13: Average of Smartphone 
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                                     Figure 53: UEQ Questionnaire Groups 

                                           

             Figure 54: UEQ Attractiveness                                Figure 55: UEQ Perspicuity 

 

                                        

            Figure 56: UEQ Efficiency                                     Figure 57: UEQ Dependability 

                                      

           Figure 58: UEQ Stimulation                                       Figure 59: UEQ Novelty 
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Values between -0.8 and 0.8 reflect a neural evaluation of the associated scale, values > 

0,8 represent a positive evaluation, and values -0,8 represent a negative evaluation, 

according to the traditional interpretation of the scale means [76]. In general, for our data 

analysis for platform avatars, values are representing positive evaluation. On the other 

hand in novelty, the scores are lower than others notably. VR-PC and Hololens2 generally 

gives better results in avatar evaluation when its compared to Smartphone avatar. 

We used the Wilcoxon signed rank test (alpha level 5%) for statistical analysis because 

the data was not normally distributed and checked by Anderson-Darling-Test. The 

Wilcoxon signed rank test is a non-parametric test for comparing data (also known as the 

Wilcoxon signed rank sum test). The Wilcoxon signed rank test is used to compare the 

sample median to a hypothetical median [78]. There is no essential differences between 

the evaluation of the individual platforms’ avatar from other two platforms and the 

comparison of the avatars of the platforms with one another in terms of attractiveness, 

perspicuity, efficiency, stimulation or novelty. 

2. TAM Results: According to the Technology Acceptance Model, perceived usefulness 

and perceived ease of use are the two main criteria that decide whether a computer 

system will be adopted by its potential users. The emphasis on the potential user's 

perceptions is a major element of this paradigm. The study's goals were to investigate the 

link between university students' intentions to utilize two platform software systems and 

several characteristics such as perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitude, 

software self-efficacy, subjective norm and system accessibility. Attitude has long been 

identified as a cause of intention, behavioral Intention to use is a measure to how likely 

they are to utilize the app. The software self-efficiency is measured by the level of skills 

required to use this 2-platform multiuser application system. Subjective norms as social 

influencing factors and system accessibility as an organizational factor were only 

measured by one indicator in the study, namely the difficulty of accessing and using this 

multiuser application in school [79]. Table 14-16 shows the results of the TAM 

questionnaire for each of the three 2-platform multiuser application. 
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                               Figure 60: TAM Questionnaire Scale Structure 

                                                                   [79] 

 

 Mean Standard Deviation Min/Max Value 

Perceived ease of 

use (PE) 

6.03 1.12 3.00/7.00 

Perceived 

usefulness (PU) 

6.08 1.02 4.00/7.00 

Attitude (AT) 5.95 0.97 2.00/7.00 

Behavioral Intention 

(BI) 

4.35 1.85 1.00/7.00 

Software Self-

Efficacy (SE) 

5.35 1.30 3.00/7.00 

Subjective Norm 

(SN) 

5.15 1.42 2.00/7.00 

System Accessibility 

(SA) 

5.05 1.76 1.00/7.00 

                     Table 14: SmartphoneAR - Hololens2 Multiuser Application 
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Smart-pc Mean Standard Deviation Min/Max Value 

Perceived ease of 

use (PE) 

6.27 1.06 2.00/7.00 

Perceived 

usefulness (PU) 

5.97 1.15 2.00/7.00 

Attitude (AT) 5.85 1.35 2.00/7.00 

Behavioral Intention 

(BI) 

4.30 1.98 1.00/7.00 

Software Self-

Efficacy (SE) 

5.40 1.27 1.00/7.00 

Subjective Norm 

(SN) 

5.05 1.71 2.00/7.00 

System Accessibility 

(SA) 

4.90 1.71 1.00/7.00 

                         Table 15: SmartphoneAR - PCVR Multiuser Application 

 

 

 Mean Standard Deviation Min/Max Value 

Perceived ease of 

use (PE) 

6.07 1.29 2.00/7.00 

Perceived 

usefulness (PU) 

6.22 1.09 3.00/7.00 

Attitude (AT) 6.43 0.72 4.00/7.00 

Behavioral Intention 

(BI) 

4.65 1.72 1.00/7.00 

Software Self-

Efficacy (SE) 

5.30 1.41 2.00/7.00 

Subjective Norm 

(SN) 

5.07 1.40 1.00/7.00 

System Accessibility 

(SA) 

5.20 1.64 1.00/7.00 

                              Table 16: PCVR - Hololens2 Multiuser Application 
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Figure 61: 2 Platform Multiuser Experiment Results in TAM Questionnaire, Statistically 

Significant Results shown with *** . 

 

For all 3 experiments, the results are compared using a Wilcoxon signed rank test with an 

alpha level of 5%. It shows a notable differences between Hololens2-SmartphoneAR and 

SmartphoneAR-PCVR platform software in the subjective norm (SN) (Z = -2.365, p = 

0.018). Under PCVR-Hololens2 and PCVR-SmartphoneAR there are significant difference 

in the attitude for questions 7 and 9 (Z = -2.232, p = 0.026) and (Z = -2.588, p = 0.004), in 

behavioral intention in question 10 there is major difference and for question 11 there is a 

significant differences in the order (Z = -2.019, p = 0.043) and (Z = -2.982, p = 0.003), in 

software self-efficiency there are major differences (Z = -1.872, p = 0.061) in which 

subjective norm questions 13 and 15 have the notable differences with the results of (Z = 

-2.470, p = 0.013) and (Z = -2.574, p = 0.010), respectively. There are notable differences 

between PCVR-Hoolens2 and Hololens2-Smartphone in the attitude with the results (Z = 

-2.153, p = 0.031) and (Z = -2.240, p = 0.025) and finally in the subjective norm (Z = -2.365 

, p = 0.018). 

 

9. Discussion 

 

1. UEQ Analysis:    

According to Table 4, examination of the UEQ questionnaire it allows us to respond to 

numerous viewpoints, such as pragmatic and hedonic quality. In general UEQ user’s 

experience evaluation shows that, HP Reverb avatar is the most attractive of the overall 
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experience in many ways, one followed by Hololens2 and the Smartphone has the least. 

The pragmatic quality of a device refers to its practicality and functionality. In our case, the 

visualization representators, the most practical avatars according to users are the HP 

Reverb and Hololens2 avatars, while the least practical avatar is the Smartphone, but all 

three platforms have close scores around 1.59. The characteristics of a user interface that 

appeal to a person's desire for pleasure and avoidance of boredom and pain are referred 

to as hedonic quality. HoloLens 2 has the greatest hedonic quality, followed by HP Reverb 

and Smartphone avatar. Smartphone avatar has the lowest hedonic quality score, and its 

score is much lower than the other two platforms.  

Scale Means: The UEQ contains attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, dependability, 

stimulation and novelty. 

Attractiveness: It refers to the product's overall impression. Is it well-liked or despised by 

users? Evaluations are between: annoying / enjoyable, good / bad, unlikable / pleasing, 

unpleasant / pleasant, attractive / unattractive, friendly / unfriendly. Hololens2 avatar is the 

most attractive avatar than all the other platforms as shown in Figure 54, followed by HP 

Reverb avatar, and least attractive according to the users, was Smartphone avatar.  

Perspicuity: It denotes, is it simple to become acquainted with the product? Evaluations 

are between: not understandable / understandable, easy to learn / difficult to learn, 

complicated / easy, clear / confusing. For the users it was most easy to get familiar with 

HP Reverb avatar, closely followed by Hololens2 and Smartphone avatars. The most 

difficult, or confusing for users was Hololens2. Due to the lighting of the room and sun light 

it reduced the resolution of the Hololens2. 

 Efficiency: It means, that user may utilize the product to do their duties without exerting 

undue effort. Evaluations are between: fast / slow, inefficient / efficient, impractical / 

practical, organized / cluttered. According to the users, Hololens2 avatar is by far the 

fastest, efficient, practical and organized than HP Reverb followed by least practical and 

cluttered Smartphone avatar. The respondents had a broad range of response for 

Smartphone in terms of efficiency, as demonstrated in the standard deviation trend, and 

more nearly similar feedback for HP Reverb, followed by Hololens2. 

Dependability: It denotes, if the user feels in control of the Avatar. Evaluations are 

between: unpredictable / predictable, obstructive / supportive, secure / not secure, meets 

expectations / does not meet expectations. Hololens2 Avatar, according to users, satisfies 

expectations and is a helpful gadget. Then there's HP Reverb. The distinction between 
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the two gadgets is a tendency toward a distinction. According to the subjects, Smartphone 

avatar is the least trustworthy and helpful. The individuals had a broad range of input for 

Smartphone avatar in terms of reliability, as demonstrated in the standard deviation trend, 

and more nearly comparable feedback for HP Reverb. 

Stimulation: It indicates whether or not the device is exciting and motivating to use. 

Evaluations are between: valuable / inferior, boring / exiting, not interesting / interesting, 

motivating / demotivating. Using Hp Reverb avatar has been the most exciting, interesting, 

motivational, and valuable application. Followed by Hololens2 and the least motivating or 

valuable visualization representative the subjects found was Smartphone avatar. As seen 

for the standard deviation trend, subjects had a wide range of feedback for Smartphone 

for the stimulation aspect and more similar feedback was for HP Reverb, closely followed 

by Hololens2.  

Novelty: It denotes, if the device is innovative and creative. Items: creative / dull, inventive 

/ conventional, usual / leading edge, conservative / innovative. Hololens2 was the most 

inventive, traditional, and popular avatar, according to users, followed by HP Reverb and 

Smartphone avatar. Subjects had a wide range of feedback for Smartphone avatar for the 

novelty aspect, closely followed by HP Reverb, and more similar feedback for Hololens2, 

closely followed by Hololens2 avatar. As seen in the standard deviation trend, subjects 

had a wide range of feedback for the novelty aspect for Smartphone, and more similar 

feedback for HP Reverb, closely followed by Hololens 2 avatar.  

Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test: The recorded data was not distributed normally, so we used the 

Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test for statistical analysis. The p-value can be viewed as an oracle 

that evaluates our results. If the p-value is 0.05 or less, the result is considered significant; 

if it is greater than 0.05, the result is considered insignificant and is often overlooked [80]. 

According to the Wilcoxon sign rank test, there were no major differences between the 

avatars for the individual platforms.  

2. TAM Analysis:  

Technology Acceptance Model, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of utilize are 

the two primary criteria that choose whether a computer framework will be received by its 

potential clients [79]. The TAM contains 7 scales with 16 items in our user study and we 

used to evaluate 2 platform multiuser application for 3 experiments, these are PCVR-

Hololens2, SmartphoneAR-Hololens2 and PCVR-Smartphone. Evaluations can be sorted 

in 7 scales of measurement from strongly disagree(1) to strongly agree(7). 
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Scale Means: TAM contains perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, attitude, 

behavioral intention, software self-efficacy, subjective norm and system accessibility. 

Perceived ease of use: “The degree to which a person feels that utilizing a specific system 

would be devoid of effort,” according to the definition of perceived ease of use.  It denotes, 

overall impression of the product [81]. Smartphone-Hololens2 Software is the easiest to 

use than all the other platforms then followed by PCVR-Hololens2 and Smartphone-

Hololens2 with close scores.  

Perceived usefulness: It denotes, is the technology is useful or not? For the most useful 

software was PC-VR and Hololens2 multiuser application, closely followed by 

Smartphone-Hololens2. Users found Smartphone with PC-VR not useful as others. 

Because from the students the reason was, it was hard to follow VRPC user from 

Smartphone users side and sometimes Smartphone user was seeing the VR-PC avatar 

user in wrong structure, the head and hands were in the wrong placement so it effected 

the survey results.  

Attitude: It denotes, that user can use this software in their teaching or learning tasks 

without unnecessary efforts. VRPC-Hololens2 is, according to users, by far the fastest, 

most efficient, and most practical method to study and utilize this multiuser application in 

their learning than SmartphoneAR-Hololens2 multiuser application that comes with 

Smartphone-VRPC. The participants had a broad range of feedback for Smartphone-

Hololens2 and Smartphone-PCVR multiuser application for the attitude, as demonstrated 

in the standard deviation trend, and more nearly related feedback for HP Reverb-

Hololens2 software. 

Behavioral Intention: It is used to determine how likely people are to use the software. 

Users report that PCVR-Hololens2 fits their expectations and is pleasant to use on both 

devices, so they are more inclined to utilize it in their projects or learning activities. 

Smartphone-Hololens2 and PCVR-Smartphone are following the PCVR-Hololens2 in 

behavioral intention respectively. The difference between the two multiuser application is 

a trend towards a difference. According to the participants, the Smartphone-PCVR 

multiuser application is less trustworthy and supporting since these devices require more 

calibration to properly set the avatar. The respondents had a broad range of feedback for 

Smartphone-PCVR for behavioral intention, as indicated in the standard deviation trend, 

and more nearly comparable feedback for PCVR-Hololens2. 
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Software Self-Efficiency: It indicates the amount of expertise needed to operate this two-

platform software system. The Smartphone-PCVR multiuser was the most user-friendly. 

Users do not need particular abilities to utilize these two platforms software since everyone 

who uses a smartphone has already had an experience. PCVR-Hololens2 and 

Smartphone-Hololens2, on the other hand, required additional expertise. Since some 

users experienced trouble engaging with the 3D hand skeleton because they had no prior 

experience with Hololens2. The respondents had a broad range of input for the software 

that works with Hololens2 for software self-efficiency, as shown by the standard deviation 

trend. 

Subjective Norm: It refers to social variables that influence users' decisions, such as job 

preparation. According to users, the Smarphone-Hololens2 program is the most helpful 

for their future and academic life, followed by the other two platforms multiuser application. 

The respondents had a broad range of feedback in subjective norm for all three of the 

applications, as indicated in the standard deviation trend. 

System Accessibility: It means that the user has access to the software through these 

devices at the university. According to users, PCVR-Hololens2 is by far the most 

accessible multiuser application, with Smartphone-Hololens2 and Smartphone-VRPC 

following closely after. The respondents had a wider range of feedback in system 

accessibility for Smartphone-Hololens2 than the other two applications, as seen by the 

standard deviation trend. 

To examine statistical differences in TAM findings, we utilized the Wilcoxon rank sign test. 

All software has some statistical differences, and the effect strength for all statistically 

results are between medium and high. There are medium-level differences in subjective 

norm for Hololens2-Smartphone and Smartphone-PCVR. There are significant differences 

in attitude, and major differences in subjective norm, and software self-efficiency between 

PCVR-Hololens2 and PCVR-Smartphone. Behavioral intention, on the other hand, has a 

high amount of significance in these two multiuser application. There are medium-level 

significant changes in attitude and subjective norm between PCVR-Hololens2 and 

Hololens2-Smartphone. 

Based on the findings of the UEQ and TAM, it's clear that PC-VR in combination with 

Hololens2 is the most useful multiuser application. Device characteristics are critical in 

making avatars more useful and acceptable. Users have had better experiences with HP 

Reverb-Hoolens2 than with the other two multiuser applications, the reason for this being, 

for example, that other platforms were difficult to detect from Smartphone. Due to the 
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lighting in the room, the students experienced some resolution issues when using 

Hololens2. As a result, these issues lower the ratings for the multiuser applications.  

The UEQ results analysis allowed us to assess how acceptable and usable the platform 

avatars were, and the poll allowed us to compare avatars in a variety of ways. 

Attractiveness, practicality, cutting-edge, value, and motivation are just a few examples. 

TAM allowed us to evaluate the usability and simplicity of use of software. Comparing two 

alternative platforms for cooperation allows us to determine which is the best fit for the 

demands of the students. Because these students were master's students, they all 

possessed a bachelor's degree and a variety of expertise based on their disciplines. As a 

result of these qualities, we were able to observe and assess things from a variety of 

angles. 

 

10. Conclusion and Outlook 

Different interaction visualization representations of three platforms, HP Reverb, HoloLens 

2, and Android smartphone AR, were investigated in this thesis, as described in section 4. 

The section 5 explains which interaction visualizations are utilized in the literatures, as 

well as how the user may build these visualization representations, or how the interaction 

visualizations can be used on other platforms. Later, three platforms were employed, two 

of which worked together in a virtual environment and after the experiments students 

completed the UEQ and TAM questionnaires. 

The aim of this master's thesis was to enable users to understand what other platform 

users are doing while platforms are working in the same virtual environment, and to 

compare these platforms with students to understand which platforms are usable and 

acceptable from a user's point of view when learning or collaborating. Using a humanoid 

type resulted in enhanced immersion, dialogue, engagement, and awareness, according 

to our literature analysis. So, for each platform, we created humanoid avatars and tested 

them in a virtual world using a 3D hand model. VRPC-Hololens2, Hololens2-

SmartphoneAR, and VRPC-Smartphone were used in three different studies each time. 

Every time two distinct students collaborated on different platforms, one was an interactor 

and the other was an observer, and vice versa. As a result, they were able to engage with 

and watch the platforms in both directions. So that students also could evaluate which 2 

platform software is better than the other two, that’s why we didn’t use a programed avatar 

to see the interaction and observing experiences in multiplatform software. The 3D hand 
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model is also not implemented randomly or as a puzzle, as these full skeletal 

representations from previous literature work can be used in operations or in training to 

discuss other surgeons or educators for help or to analyze the surgeon or educator should 

see the skeleton in a correct matter so that they can discuss or observe the body parts 

without confusion. In this way, the user study with the students who already has a diploma 

from the various departments such as computer engineer, biomedical engineer and 

electrical engineer has been implemented and their perspective, added some 

improvements and ideas in this area for future work. From the results of questionnaires 

Hololens2 avatar has the best overall score in User Experience Questionnaire and PCVR-

Hololens2 multiuser application got the best ease of use score in Technology Acceptance 

Model.  

There was no significant difference in the Wilcoxon ranking test in avatar usability and 

acceptance between the platform comparison on any platform. In software reviews, on the 

other hand, there were significant differences from medium to high on some questions. 

Perhaps even more significant differences can be found in future work with more students. 

In addition, avatars can be further developed in the future work in humanoid representation 

and with more different platforms such as with Cardboard. The multi-user environment can 

be expanded with more complex anatomical structures such as the heart anatomy or the 

entire body skeleton.  

On the other hand, there were some limitations like some calibration issues between 

platforms, device restrictions like from Hololens2 side to have a bright room that was bad 

for seeing other platform avatars so that the acceptance of other platforms was reduced 

and also on the smartphone side, avatars were sometimes so small to be seen. 

In summary, using multiple platforms can add exciting learning experiences and improve 

surgical safety. Even in epidemic times like today, using multi platforms in a multiuser 

environment can reduce the impact of damage to education and in many ways. 
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